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Dear Graeme,

The OCR leak inquiry

ln the Reserve Bank's press release, dated 14 April, you are quoted as saying:

"The fact that several people outside the Bank, who had access to the
information improperly, failed to alert the Bank immediately, was

irresponsible and left open a significant risk that the Bank could have

closed down quickly with an immediate official release."

It is, by now, quite clear that you meant to include me under that heading of "irresponsible". Most
readers have certainly interpreted it that way.

Since this serious matter would never have come to light if I had not alerted your staff to it, the tone
and content of your statement seems quite inappropriate.

I have no ongoing relationship with the Reserve Bank, and have been repeatedly obstructed by the
Bank on numerous issues over the last year. ln that light, I could have simply dismissed the email I

received as hearsay, perhaps someone big-noting, and not brought the matter to light at all. ln fact,
the thought of doing so never crossed my mind. While l'm sure you and your colleagues have found
my questioning and scrutiny somewhat frustrating at times, this is - surely - a quite separate matter.
I did not allow a strained relationship to stand in the way of doing the right thing.

You appear to lump me with the MediaWorks staff in your description of "irresponsible". However,

MediaWorks staff knew that there had been a leak (material passed, at an unauthorised time, from
the lock-up by their colleague to their own office). And MediaWorks then took more than three
weeks to alert the Reserve Bank to their responsibility for the matter, doing so finally only more than
two weeks after the matter had had considerable media coverage. Even then, it appears (according

to the Deloitte report) that they reported the matter only when their journalists were approached

for a meeting by the Deloitte team.



l, by contrast, had no way of knowing whetherlhe email was the result of a leak, or was just

speculation or "big talk" from someone who was attemptirft tp build a relationship with me. ln fact,

in all my commentary on the possibility of a leale; from my very first email to Mike Hannah and John

McDermott, I remained studiedly agnostic on whether a leak had, in fact, occurred. After all my

involvement with MPSs over 25 years, for a considerable while I struggled to believe that it was

possible. .i

As the Bank knows, I did not see the email in question until 8.14am on the morning of 10 March

2016. I didn't know what to make of it, especially when there was no sign that there had beea any

exchange rate movement. I also knew that the person who I received the email from was not in the
lock-up, and therefore all I had was, at best, a second-hand report.

You clearly believe that (a) I should have alerted the Bank immediately, and (b) that had I done so,

you would have been able to forestall some risks. Certainly MediaWorks should and could have

alerted the Bank immediately. They, after all, knew that there had been an unauthorised

communication. They could also have been sure that if Mark Weldon had rung you, his call would

have been put through immediately.

My situation is quite different. I had a hearsay report, from someone I had no reason to think would

know the OCR information at that time. Had there been a genuine leak, my background predisposed

me to think it would most likely be quickly evident in the foreign exchange market.

ln any case, I would have had difficulty getting a message through to relevant Bank people at the
time. The names of three people crossed my mind, and I had cell phone numbers for none of them.
I was pretty sure John and Mike would have been in a lock-up. Had I managed to get hold of
someone in Economics or Communications (doubtful at that hour on that day), would either Mike or
John really have rushed to take a call from me (given the background of the last year)? I could

certainly have emailed them. But the chances of them even seeing, let alone reading, an email

from me at that time on that day weren't great, even if I had put on the email a deliberately

attention-grabbing head ing.

Of course, the other person I had in mind was you. Again, I would not have expected you to read

emails from me, on the morning of an MPS. And ask yourself how you would have reacted if I had

rung your office, got through to your secretary and asked to speak to you as a matter of urgency

about a possible leak. Would you have even taken the call? And how would you have reacted? At

best, it seems Iikely (and frankly understandable) that you would have reacted less positively than if
the call had been from someone else who hadn't been raising the sorts of issues I have been.

But grant that one of you might have taken an urgent approach from me seriously. I didn't know

whether there was a genuine leak, and so neither would you at that point. Your statement suggests

you would have responded by releasing the MPS immediately. As you know, it just wouldn't have

been that easy. On the one hand, there was no hard evidence that there had been a leak, and

inevitably you would have been somewhat distrustful of the information, probably especially

because it was coming from me. And on the other hand, you would have known that even if you

decided to release early {say 8:45), there would be (a) mayhem in the markets, and (b) a had had



released earlier (say at 8:45) there would have been market mayhem, and considerable blowback

from market participants, especially those who weren't at their desks at the time of the
unexpectedly earlier announcement, and thus would got caught in the resulting NZD sell-off
(probably sharper than the one that actually-[rappened, amid the confusion). You would, of course,

have put out an explanatory statement, but at the time ib could have said no more than something

along the lines of 'we have received information suggesting"that there may have been an

unauthorised early release of some or all of tfre MPS" . That was all you knew. Early release, on

such sketchy information, would probably have made your position more, not less, difficult, and

have heightened the reputational risks for you.

To this, you might reasonably respond that decisions around early release or not were yours to
make, considering your own interests and risks. And, of course, I agree. But, like you, I had to
consider my own interests and risks.

Given the evident unease in how senior Bank people regard me, I could not simply assurne that if I

had passed on the hearsay information before 9am, and you had not been cutting the OCR that
morning, that I would have been greeted with a "hey thanks Michael, we really appreciate you

coming forward, even though on this occasion - as we weren't cutting - there clearly wasn't a leak".

lnstead, I feared (perhaps unjustifiably)that if I had passed on the information, and you were in fact

not cutting, that it would simply further damage my standing in the eyes of people at the Bank, and

possibly be used against me, directly or in background briefing other people, in future. (As it was, I

had to put up with not-so-subtle suggestions over recent weeks that there was really nothing there,

and this was "just Reddell" again.) And so I made a considered decision to keep the information
(the fact of the email, with its hearsay information) to myself for the few more minutes until 9am.

By then, I had greatly reduced my risk of looking silly or obsessive or whatever. As a courtesy, and

partly because I was still perplexed by the email, I even gave the Bank several hours' notice of my

intention to make the matter public, and when I did so it was done in a low key agnostic way, at the
end of a fairly long post.

Had I put the email I received on my blog at 8:14 on 10 March, or had I forwarded it to anyone (let

alone to a wide variety of contacts, even under a heading of "what do you make of this?") before the
official release time, that certainly would have warranted a description of "irresponsible" behaviour.

My conduct did not, and does not.

So I would be grateful for an explanation from you as to how, in light of all these perspectives, you

consider that my behaviour was "irresponsible". Perhaps in my shoes you would have done things a

little differently. But even if so, any difference - in hindsight in your case - in how we might each

have handled the situation, doesn't seem like the basis for you, as a senior government official, to
use your official position and public resources to traduce my reputation, with no advance notice and

no formal right of reply, by pubticly describing my conduct as "irresponsible". Not only was that
attack ungrounded, it could easily be seen - justifiably or not - as an attempt to distract the
attention of readers of the press release from the more fundamental issues: a major media group

which took more than three weeks to acknowledge its responsibility for the leak, and a central bank

running systems so lax that a deliberate breach of this sort could so easily occur.
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Mkhael Heddell

Copied to: The Board, Reserve Bank of New Zealand, care of Rod Carr, Chair


